Effect of changing the weekly dose intensity of fractionated irradiation on local control of two human squamous cell carcinomas in nude mice.
To compare the effect of fractionated irradiation with increasing, constant or decreasing weekly dose intensity on local tumour control. Human squamous cell carcinomas, FaDu and GL, were grown in nude mice. Thirty fractions were applied under ambient conditions with increasing, constant or decreasing weekly dose intensity within a constant overall treatment time of 6 weeks. Dose intensity was changed every 2 weeks. Irradiations were terminated in some groups of animals after 20 fractions in 4 weeks. Endpoint was the tumour control dose 50% (TCD50) at day 120 (FaDu) or day 180 (GL) after end of treatment. In FaDu tumours the TCD50 value of 60 Gy (95% CI 56; 63) for fractionated irradiation with decreasing dose intensity, i.e. high initial doses, was slightly but significantly lower than the TCD50, of 68 (60; 81) after low initial doses (p=0.03). The TCD50 value of 62 Gy (57; 68) after constant doses was intermediate (constant vs increasing p =0.30; constant vs decreasing p=0.15). The higher efficacy of high initial doses in FaDu tumours was explained by local control occurring already during the course of irradiation. In GL tumours the TCD50 values were 52 Gy (43; 62) after high initial dose intensity, 50 Gy (43; 66) after constant doses, and 55 Gy (42; 89) after low initial dose intensity. These values were not statistically different (p-values 0.20-0.75). The data support the view that initial dose concentration during fractionated irradiation does not enhance radioresistance of FaDu and GL tumours, for instance by an earlier onset of clonogen repopulation.